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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Most FLP research focuses on intrafamily communication (1FLP) and how
this is impacted by larger contexts. But what happens when diﬀerent
multilingual families interact intensively on a daily basis? This article
analyses language use during a holiday in India in and between four
deaf-hearing befriended families, and how this evolved over the twelve
days of the trip (4FLP). Three of the four families are our (the authors’)
own. The family members originate from the UK, Belgium, Denmark and
India. All families use more than one language at home (at least one
sign language and one spoken language), and all family members are
ﬂuent signers. We ask: how does intrafamilial FLP (1FLP) at home inform
interfamilial FLP (xFLP) on holiday? And how does interfamilial contact
on holiday inform intrafamilial FLP during that same holiday? The data
discussed in the article is organised along diﬀerent multilingual
practices, some of them general to multilingual interactions and others
speciﬁc to multilingual signers: language mixing, switching and
learning, language brokering, speaking and signspeaking. The ﬁndings
reveal rich complexities of interfamilial language practices which inform
thinking on FLP and multilingualism.
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Introduction
Family language policy (FLP) involves the ‘explicit and overt decisions parents make about
language use and language learning as well as implicit processes that legitimise certain language
and literacy practices over others in the home’ (Fogle 2013, 83), especially in the wider context
of multilingualism and transnational experiences when families use more than one language
(Hua & Wei 2016). Thus far, the majority of FLP research has focused on intra-family communication (hereafter: 1FLP) in multilingual speaking families and how this is impacted by larger contexts (Smith-Christmas 2016; King 2000). But what happens when members of diﬀerent
multilingual families go on a holiday together and mingle leisurely on a daily basis? Does this
shape the making of a ‘joint’, interfamilial FLP (hereafter: xFLP)? And if so, how does this happen?
And what happens when the families are multilingual in spoken and signed languages?
This article analyses language practices and informal language policies between four befriended
deaf-hearing families with children during a holiday in India, and how these practices shifted over
the twelve days of the trip. Three of the four families are our (the authors’) own. Members of the
families originate from the UK, Belgium, Denmark and India and on this speciﬁc holiday, used a
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combination of six signed languages and three spoken languages (Auslan, BSL, DTS, IS, ISL, VGT,
English, Danish and Dutch). During the holiday, multilingual and bimodal (signing and speaking)
interactions were the norm. There was not one single signed or spoken language sensorily accessible
and/or shared by all the family members, children included.
We are not aware of any FLP literature that focuses on holidays, and the literature on family or
group holidays has generally not attended to language dynamics. This article contributes to FLP
literature by exploring xFLP (i.e. between diﬀerent families, in this case four; hereafter ‘4FLP’) in
the context of vacationing. This article also contributes to the literature on signed-spoken language
multilingualism by exploring how sensorial diﬀerences (i.e. being deaf or hearing) impacts on
modality and language choices and how these choices lead to various degrees of inclusion or exclusion of deaf and hearing people in a group. Also, our focus brings new insights to the literature on
sign language bilingualism/multilingualism in families, since so far it has mostly focused on
language acquisition and deaf children.

Multilingualism, translanguaging, FLP and holidays
Many deaf signers by default engage in multilingual practices – using signed language(s), but also
features of spoken and written language(s) in diﬀerent modalities and for diﬀerent purposes (Kusters 2017a). A diﬀerence with other multilinguals is that deaf people have no, reduced, or contextual
auditorial access to spoken languages. As such, these sensorial asymmetries impact which resources
a person mobilises to understand others (De Meulder et al. 2019). Sign language scholars have
documented how deaf signers ‘do’ languaging. For example, deaf people code-switch and codemix between signed, written and spoken languages (Zeshan and Panda 2018); and they draw
upon their semiotic repertoires to communicate directly with other signers or non-signers through
translanguaging: signing, speaking, writing, and gesturing (Kusters 2017a).
Translanguaging: international sign and signspeaking
A form of translanguaging is International Sign (IS), which takes place when signers of diﬀerent
(sign) linguistic backgrounds meet. IS showcases a higher rate of iconicity, ﬂexibility and transparency than is generally the case in national signed languages such as American Sign Language
(ASL) (Rosenstock 2008). IS typically incorporates signs from national signed languages (including ASL) and often includes mouthings from English and other spoken languages (Kusters
2020). Its use is variable and dependent on the geographical, political, social, cultural and linguistic context in which it occurs and the backgrounds of the people who use it (Rosenstock
and Napier 2016).
Another form of translanguaging is signspeaking, where a person speaks and signs at the
same time. Signspeaking is deﬁned as ‘simultaneous bimodal language production where
(…) for the large majority of utterances, neither the signed nor the spoken output is grammatically compromised’ (Zeshan and Panda 2018, 5). In theory, it is diﬀerent from other blended
forms such as ‘simcom’ or ‘sign supported English’ in which the spoken language grammar
dominates. The use of signspeaking is ‘driven by the communicative needs of participants
in this particular setting, and by the sign-speaker’s motivation to convey the same information
to all who are present, in the absence of a separate sign language interpreter’ (Zeshan and
Panda 2018, 31). As we discuss in §4.4, there is a potential pitfall with the practice of signspeaking: particularly when the person is not ﬂuent in sign (e.g. see Swanwick, Wright, and
Salter 2016), the ‘speaking’ in signspeaking can dominate, and the utterance therefore becomes
hard to understand or makes no sense to deaf interlocutors (De Meulder et al. 2019). Even
when signspeaking is part of a deaf-hearing family’s 1FLP with ﬂuent signers who are experienced at signspeaking, deaf family members may not always understand (Pizer, Walters, and
Meier 2012).
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The critical role of children in FLP processes
Research to date on signed-spoken bimodal-bilingualism in deaf-hearing families has focused primarily on sign language acquisition of deaf children (e.g. Baker and van den Bogaerde 2014); beliefs
of parents about bimodal bilingualism (e.g. Mitchiner 2015); experiences of hearing people with
deaf parents (e.g. Müller de Quadros 2018; Bishop and Hicks 2008); or strategies for communication in mixed deaf-hearing families (Pizer, Walters, and Meier 2012; Adami and Swanwick
2019). Most of these studies have focused on interactions between one signed and one spoken
language, and as far as we know only Pizer (2013) and McKee and Smiler (2017) have framed
the study of signed-spoken language family interactions within an FLP framework.
One element of signed-spoken FLP is signspeaking, which is done by bilingual bimodals who
mediate between deaf signers and hearing non-signers and have high levels of competence in the
languages they blend in signspeaking practice (Zeshan and Panda 2018). Another family language
practice can involve language brokering, which is a form of informal interpreting typically performed by children and young people primarily for their parents in migrant families (Antonini
2010) and also by hearing children for their deaf parents (Napier in press/2021). Brokering involves
complex dynamics in when, and how, children broker information between a majority and minority language (Weisskirch 2017) and who takes responsibility for oﬀering or requesting brokering
in deaf-hearing families (Napier in press/2021).
To date, FLP research has mainly focused on spoken languages and less on multilingual signing
families. As FLP research focuses on families’ decision-making processes about languaging, situating language beliefs within wider sociocultural systems (Smith-Christmas 2016), for our study we
need to consider the critical role of children in FLP processes (King and Fogle 2013) and language
choice in parent–child conversations as multilingual parents use implicit and explicit strategies to
enforce and support desired language practices (Curdt-Christiansen 2016; Curdt-Christiansen and
Lanza 2018; Smith-Christmas 2016). For example, parents can pretend to not understand an utterance, repeat a child’s utterance in another language, or engage in code-switching (Lanza 2007).
Children also use strategies to intervene in the parent’s intended FLP, such as requesting parents
to use a speciﬁc medium (Gafaranga 2010), refusing to reply in a speciﬁc language or modality,
or children may assert their own agency in the 1FLP by brokering communication (Hall 2004).
Smith-Christmas (2016) and Gafaranga (2010) analysed ‘dual-lingual interactions’ in which one
interlocutor uses one code and the other interlocutor uses another. Since children will often not
reply in the minority language, this can be the beginning of a language shift process in families
because over time, parents adopt children’s preferred code.

Family holiday research
There is minimal insight into lived experiences of families going on vacations (Gram 2005; Hilbrecht et al. 2008). Paradoxically, while families are an important target group of (mass) tourism
and holiday operators, studies of families’ holiday experiences are almost absent in tourism studies
(Obrador 2012; Hall and Holdsworth 2016). With the exception of Obrador (2012) and Hall and
Holdsworth (2016)’s ethnographic research, most studies on family holidays only survey one
(adult) member of the family (exceptions are, for example, Nickerson and Jurowski 2001; Gram
2005), and rely on large samples of 20+ families using surveys and post-holiday interviews (e.g.
Gram 2004). Hall and Holdsworth (2016) conducted a longitudinal (two year) ethnography with
six families using observations of everyday consumption activities, single-person and group interviews and participatory tasks (shopping receipt analysis, photo diaries etc.). The ethnographic
studies explored the ways in which holidays and the everyday are interwoven within family life
and relationships, and thus are constituent of everyday family practices. As such, they do study
inter- and intra-familial practices, but do not focus on the language/multilingual aspect of family
holidays.
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Attending to the intersection between family holiday research, family language policy research
and sign multilingualism; this study addresses gaps in each of these ﬁelds by asking: how does intrafamilial FLP (1FLP) at home inform interfamilial FLP (xFLP) on holiday? And how does interfamilial contact on holiday inform intrafamilial FLP during that same holiday?

Background and methodology
Linguistic ethnography (LE) provides a holistic, in-situ perspective on language practices, combining linguistic and ethnographic approaches to understand how social and communicative
processes operate in a range of settings and contexts (Shaw, Copland, and Snell 2015). A growing body of LE research on interactions that involve signed communication is valuable since the
majority of sign language research so far has been undertaken in controlled settings (Hou and
Kusters 2020).
This study of holiday FLP is a sub-project of a funded FLP project that we began before the
holiday: a partially autoethnographic study that involves our three multilingual families with
three generations of a mix of deaf and hearing parents and grandparents and hearing children
(see De Meulder, Napier & Kusters, submitted). The idea for this (non-funded) holiday FLP
sub-project emerged through our discussions of our respective 1FLPs, and the fact that we
had planned a holiday along with another mixed deaf-hearing family: we began to question
how the diﬀerent FLPs would interact and constitute a 4FLP. The broad FLP project received
ethical approval from the Heriot-Watt University School of Social Sciences ethics (human
research) committee.

What are the languages and who are the families?
All four families use more than one language at home (at least one signed language and one spoken
language). Four parents are deaf and four are hearing. All seven children (aged between 2 and 11 at
the time of the holiday) are hearing (Figure 1, Table 1).
Families 1, 2 and 4 live in the same street and the children go to the same school. These families
also regularly meet each other socially where they use a mix of BSL, IS and English as the languages
of interaction, so the children were acquainted with each other before the holiday. Most adults in
these families work/study at the same academic institution (Heriot-Watt University). Families 2
and 3 have a shared history as Maartje and Annelies are long-standing friends. Maartje, Annelies
and Mette have known each other for over 12 years through meeting in international deaf academic’s gatherings. Maartje, Annelies and Mette work with Andy and Jemina as interpreters in professional (academic) contexts.

Figure 1. Graphic family representation.Language acronyms/names: Auslan (Australian Sign Language), BSL (British Sign
Language), DTS (Dansk tegnsrpog/Danish Sign Language), IS (International Sign), ISL (Indian Sign Language), VGT (Vlaamse
Gebarentaal/Flemish Sign Language).
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Table 1. Demographics of four families.

Family

Adults & children:
agesa: hearing
status

Home

School/work

FLP

F1

Jemina
Andy
Tilda

46
48
10

H
H
H

Scotland, UK. Jemina &
Andy born & raised in
UK & lived in Australia
1998–2013 (Tilda was
born there).

Tilda’s school’s language of
instruction is English.
Jemina & Andy work as sign
language interpreters (English,
BSL, Auslan, IS). Jemina is also
an academic in institution with
BSL, IS & English as working
languages.

F2

Annelies
Sujit
Aran
Oliver

35
40
7
4

D
D
H
H

Scotland, UK. Previously
lived in India (where
Aran was born) &
Germany (where Oliver
was born).
Sujit was born & raised
in India, Annelies was
born & raised in
Flanders, Belgium.
Annelies also lived in
England for 4 years,
where she learned BSL.

Children’s school’s language of
instruction is English.
Annelies & Sujit work as
teachers/researchers for
academic institution with BSL
& English as languages & also
use IS in international work
settings.

F3

Maartje
Jan
Roos
Merel

37
42
6
2

D
H
H
H

Flanders, Belgium.
Maartje lived in England
for 1 year, where she
learned BSL.

Children’s school’s language of
instruction is Dutch. Maartje
works at an academic
institution & Jan at a research
center.
Maartje uses BSL, IS, NGT,
Dutch & English as her
working languages. Jan’s
working languages are Dutch
& English.

F4

Mette
René
Siri
Milton

38
38
10
8

D
H
H
H

Scotland, UK.
Family is from Denmark
& moved 2 years ago.
Mette lived in England
for 1 year where she
learned BSL.

Children’s school’s language of
instruction is English.
Mette studies at an academic
institution with English & BSL
as working languages & also
uses IS and DTS for work. René
works as an urban planner &
his working languages are
Danish & English.

Jemina & Andy learned BSL from
their deaf parents. They signed
to Tilda from birth, initially in
Auslan, now in BSL. At home
they mainly speak English
interspersed with BSL or
signspeaking. When deaf
grandparents (or friends) are
present, they mostly use BSL.
Annelies was raised and
educated in Dutch & learned
VGT aged 21.
Sujit has deaf family & was
raised and educated in ISL at
home & boarding school;
learned basic VGT after
meeting Flemish deaf people.
At home, Sujit, Annelies &
children use a mixture of BSL,
ISL & IS (with mouthings in
English & Marathi). Aran and
Oliver mostly use English as
inter-sibling language.
Maartje grew up hard of hearing
& became deaf as teenager.
She was raised and educated in
Dutch and learned VGT aged
16. Jan learned to sign when
he met Maartje at age 24.
At home, Jan & Maartje use
VGT when children are present,
& VGT or signspeaking when
they are not. Roos and Merel
mostly use Dutch as intersibling language.
Mette was raised and educated
in DTS. René started learning
sign language when his hardof-hearing mother lost her
hearing and met Mette shortly
thereafter (16 years ago). At
home, Mette & René use DTS
with Siri & Milton. Milton and
Siri mostly use Danish as intersibling language. Since arriving
in Scotland, René and the
children acquired some BSL
and IS.

a

Age at time of study.

Family holiday data collection
Our holiday trip had diﬀerent overlapping family combinations over 12 days, with all 4 families
together for 7 days, as seen in Figure 2.
Prior to departure we (the authors) discussed the idea of studying 4FLP on holiday with all
family members; asked permission of the parents to make notes or ﬁlm interactions; and invited
them to make their own notes or recordings. We did not however, have prior discussion or agreement before the holiday about what the 4FLP would be. We were interested to observe the intersections that would emerge between our respective 1FLPs across the four families to see how the
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Figure 2. Holiday timeline.

4FLP would be framed. Our methodology thus became a form of ‘collaborative auto-ethnography’
(Student, Kendall, and Day 2017).
Data for this article consists of ﬁeld notes by ﬁve of the eight parents (mostly by us three but also
Andy [F1] and Jan [F3]). We also made short video recordings of spontaneous interactions in various contexts (mostly of the children), resulting in a total of 1-hour of video data. Each of us conducted brief post-holiday interviews with some family members. For the purposes of data analysis,
video clips and interviews were translated/transcribed into English and all the data was uploaded
into Atlas.ti data analysis software. Our analysis was informed by a-priori themes from the literature
concerning FLP, multilingualism and translanguaging, but we iteratively coded the data based on
key themes and sub-themes that emerged from the data following principles of grounded theory
(Corbin and Strauss 2008). The most salient themes that emerged concerned language mixing,
switching and learning, language brokering, speaking and signspeaking; who engaged in these practices, when, where and how; and how these practices impacted on 4FLP and 1FLP.
On completion of the ﬁrst draft of this article, all the parents read and commented on the article,
as well as the two oldest children Tilda (10) and Siri (10). They had already agreed to participate in
the study but by reading the article they re-consented their involvement.

Languaging on holiday
Here we present and discuss examples from our data, with extracts from ﬁeldnotes where appropriate, following three main themes that emerged: language mixing, switching and learning,
language brokering, and speaking/signspeaking.
Mixing, switching and learning languages
During the holiday, the 15 family members were typically conversing, playing or lounging in smaller groups or pairs, in continually changing constellations and language combinations. For example,
Jan and Maartje [F3] used VGT with each other and their children while Roos (6) and Merel (2)
[F3] would speak Dutch with each other and sometimes with Jan. Annelies [F2] and Maartje
[F3] typically signed in VGT and then often switched to BSL or IS or a blend, if others looked
over. Deaf group members Annelies [F2], Sujit [F2], Mette [F4] and Maartje [F3] would use BSL
and/or IS with each other and with Andy and Jemina [F1], along with one-handed and two-handed
ﬁngerspelling alphabets.1 Andy and Jemina [F1] would speak English to quickly say something
practical to each other or respond to their daughter Tilda (10). Danish couple Mette and René
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[F4] used DTS with each other and their children. Milton (8) and Siri (10) [F4] spoke Danish with
each other and René. Roos (6) [F3] and Aran (7) [F2], who have known each other since they were
babies, conversed in Dutch then Aran would switch to English if his brother Oliver or one of the
other kids came over.
Indeed, in groups, the children (all hearing) mainly spoke English, even though Dutch, Danish,
gestures, VGT and BSL were also used. Growing up as bimodal-bilinguals, all children were more or
less adept in visual communication, and they would revert to the use of signs and gestures in situations where this was practical or easier for them. This was most visible and happened most frequently in interactions between Roos (6) [F3] (who had only just started to learn English at
school) and the other children and hearing adults who were not her parents.
[Jemina, 24 December] At the pool – Tilda [F1] signals to Roos [F3] to jump in. Roos calls ‘no’ in English then
gestures that she needs to put her goggles over her eyes.
[Maartje, 3 January] Last day. Roos [F3] signs to Siri [F4] in VGT: ‘FLY BELGIUM ONE SHORT ONE LONG’, only
mouthing ‘Belgium’ [What Roos was saying is ‘we have to make a stopover in Dubai so we have a short ﬂight
and a long ﬂight to get home to Belgium’].

Adults and children adapted their language use and modality to their interlocutors, often also
taking into account who was in the immediate vicinity or within sightline, and the activity involved.
Here is an example of Annelies [F2] switching languages to adapt to the linguistic repertoire of
interlocutors and make sure everyone understood the rules of a card game:
[Annelies, 28 December:] I explained Exploding Kittens [card game] in BSL/IS (i.e. in BSL but slower, with a
lot of pointing, etc.). to René [F4] who was playing it for the ﬁrst time. Jan [F3], Maartje [F3] and Andy [F1]
were also present. When addressing Jan, I am more comfortable signing in VGT, partially due to habit and
partially because I know Jan is most ﬂuent in VGT. So, my language use depends on who is looking. If it’s
only Jan I am inclined to use VGT. But sometimes I do both: VGT to Jan and repeat the same utterance to
others in BSL.

Most group members learned bits of other languages. For example, Jan [F3] (who had limited
notions of BSL) frequently asked others for BSL or IS signs for certain concepts. When Jan used
VGT signs with English (instead of Dutch) mouthings, Jemina and Andy [F1] would often understand him by lipreading his mouthings and by recognising some iconic forms, and in turn learned
some VGT signs.
The families spent ﬁve days almost fulltime in cars with Indian deaf drivers, travelling long distances. We (unintentionally) fell into a pattern with one car having predominantly hearing parents
(Car 1) and the other vice versa (Car 2). For some group members, this had a signiﬁcant impact on
language learning. For example, Roos (6) [F3] picked up some English via interacting and singing
along with songs in English in Car 1. Over time, she also learnt English terms that occurred during
play such as ‘there’, ‘ball’. Tilda (10) [F1] taught Merel (2) [F3] brief phrases such as ‘let’s go’, ‘wait,
what?!’. In all these cases, the new words/signs learned were mixed in with signs/words from existing repertoires and/or gestures.
[Jemina, 31 December] In the car. After playing the song ‘One Kiss’ for the 100th time at Roos’ request: it was
nice to see her turn around and sign some of the lyrics to her mum. Initially when we started playing music she
was a lot more shy about mouthing the words – but the more she has listened to the song in English the more
she knows the words.

Jemina and Tilda [F1] picked up and used Dutch and VGT signs used by Roos (6) and Merel (2)
[F3] such as PIJN (pain), MAMA (mommy), PAPA (daddy), NOG (more), EI (egg) (Figure 3).
[Jemina, 26 December:] In the car. Roos signs PAIN (VGT). I give her a cuddle. I oﬀer water then point to the
bottle and sign in IS: DUTCH SPEAK HOW ? She says the word ‘water’ in Dutch [written the same as in English
but pronounced diﬀerently]. Then I give her an Oreo and sign ‘OK’? She nods, and I say ‘ja?’ (‘Yes’ in Dutch).
And she smiles.
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Figure 3. VGT sign PAIN/PIJN.

Perhaps because four of the eight parents knew VGT, and two of the children knew VGT but not
English, VGT learning and mixing happened more often than, for example, learning DTS or BSL
signs.
For a few concepts, several equivalent signs and/or words ended up in the group’s shared
repertoire, such as four diﬀerent signs and three diﬀerent words for the term ‘more’, which children often use: the VGT sign, the IS sign, the BSL sign, the Auslan sign, the Dutch word ‘nog’,
which happens to be the same word/sound in Danish but spelled ‘nok’, and the English word
‘more’ (see Figures 4–7).
The VGT sign ‘bier’ (‘beer’) (see Figure 8) became widely known in the group as well.
Some signs from ISL and/or Indian gestures became shared repertoire because the holiday took
place in India. For example, mostly by interacting with Sujit [F2] and the two Indian deaf drivers,
the group quickly learned the Indian signs PEE, HEARING , food terms such as CHAPATI (see Figures
9–11), and signs of place names in the area we travelled.
Brokering
We observed that almost all family members engaged in brokering at some point within language
modalities or between the modalities of signing and speaking: between partners, between parents
and their children, and between children. For example, Maartje [F3] brokered between VGT and
BSL/IS by summarising in VGT for her partner Jan, and Mette [F4] would do the same for her

Figure 4. VGT sign ‘MORE/NOG’.
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Figure 5. IS sign ‘MORE’.

Figure 6. BSL sign ‘MORE’.

Figure 7. Auslan sign ‘MORE’.

partner René in DTS. René was regularly asked by one of his kids what was going on in a fast-paced
adult signing conversation and translated into DTS for them. Roos (6) [F3] asked her hearing father
Jan in VGT or Dutch to clarify English words:
[Jemina, 29 December:] Jan is directing from the back of the car (in English) to Andy who sits next to the
driver. Andy says ‘thank you’ and Jan says ‘you’re welcome’. Roos then signs to Jan in VGT asking what
that means. He explains the equivalent in Dutch/VGT (‘graag gedaan’). Then I give an example in IS of
me plaiting her hair, her saying ‘thank you’ then me saying ‘you’re welcome’.
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Figure 8. VGT sign ‘BEER/BIER’.

Figure 9. ISL sign ‘PEE’.

Figure 10. ISL sign ‘HEARING’.

Aran (7) [F2], who is ﬂuent in Dutch, often brokered for Roos, translating between English and
Dutch, sometimes on Roos’ request, sometimes voluntarily, and sometimes on other people’s
request.
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Figure 11. ISL sign ‘CHAPATI’.

In the following instance, a deaf parent (Mette, F4) brokered between two children. In the back
of the car, Mette was engaging in a game of charades enacting diﬀerent animals, with her son Milton
(8) and Aran (7) [F2]. At this point Milton was not always conﬁdent in English. During this guessing game, Milton used DTS signs for animals while Aran used ISL signs. The interaction included
brokering involving DTS, IS, English mouthings and Danish. The same evening, Mette narrated this
interaction to the other parents (and we video recorded and transcribed her explanation):
Mette: Aran asked me, ‘Is this animal a mammal?’. Milton didn’t understand and asked Aran to explain in
English. When Milton still didn’t understand, I explained to him in DTS that mammals are animals that
have babies that are not in an egg. (…) I could be signing and there would be a bit of DTS, but my mouthing
would be English. I would do this so that both Milton and Aran would understand. (…) I feel that Aran still
understands me when I use some DTS signs with Milton. (…) It is easier to use IS to show how animals run,
jump, swim, whatever and what their characteristics are, such as stripes or an elephant’s trunk. Milton could,
of course, understand but some other animals he didn’t know, for example ‘lizard’. Because he didn’t know the
English word he asked René and René could give him the Danish word that he understood. (‘ﬁrben’)

Brokering also involved clarifying what sign language a sign is from. Sujit [F2], who learned VGT
after meeting Flemish deaf people, often used VGT signs when addressing Maartje, Jan and Roos (6)
[F3], sometimes with English mouthings. In some cases, he had diﬃculty distinguishing VGT from
BSL:
[Annelies, 24 December]: Sujit uses the BSL sign STRANGE when talking to Jan (see Figure 12). Jan does not
understand the sign. Sujit then asks me if this is a BSL or VGT sign, being surprised when I say it is actually a
BSL sign.

Figure 12. BSL sign ‘STRANGE’.
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Often, hearing parents relayed to deaf parents what children were talking about. Here is an
example that includes a concept that was not known by Jemina and Andy [F1] but nevertheless
was successfully understood by Annelies [F3].
[Annelies, 24 December:]
Morning in train:
Oliver singing (in English) ‘ajoba ajoba what you want?’
Andy to Oliver (in English): ‘what language is that?’
Oliver: ‘English’.
Andy (in English): ‘I don’t recognise that [ajoba] as an English word’.
Annelies (BSL): ‘What?’
Andy explains to Annelies, signing in BSL: ‘it sounds like … ’ and then mouthing the word ‘ajoba’ clearly.
Annelies (in BSL): ‘Oh, that’s Marathi for ‘grandfather’’.
Annelies asks Aran (in ISL) if Oliver made up this song or if he was taught the song in Mumbai.
Aran replies by ﬁngerspelling in ISL, trying to ﬁngerspell the word ‘ajoba’.
Annelies interrupts in ISL: ‘Yes, but where did he learn the song?’
Aran (in ISL): ‘I don’t know’.
At some point in this conversation, Jemina also tries to ﬁngerspell ‘ajoba’, in phonetic way (using ASL
ﬁngerspelling)

In this excerpt, Aran (7) [F2] and Jemina [F1] also try to ﬁngerspell the Marathi word phonetically, but Annelies [F2] already had understood it by lipreading Andy who repeated the unknown
Marathi word for her.

Speaking
Since linguistic access is predicated on sensorial access and since many situations during the holiday
involved both deaf and hearing family members, modality choice was paramount. Signing was the
only modality that could be accessed by all group members. Hearing adults would therefore often
sign or signspeak to children when deaf parents were present (see §4.4). There were exceptions
though, for example speaking with children when playing in the pool, in the car, and when addressing (or being addressed by) the own child for a quick exchange.
In the cars, the group members’ hearing status was especially salient, as there was more
speaking and singing songs than when lounging at the pool or sitting in a restaurant where
people sat in each other’s sightline and were more oriented to group communication. The
material environment of the cars meant it was unpractical to sign with people sitting behind
or in front of you for long conversations. Hearing group members avoided having to turn
around by using speech. For instance in the car, Jan [F3] who usually signs, used speech for
short or practical interactions with Andy [F1] who usually sat in the front seat next to the driver, while Jan was in the back.
In general, adults had the expectation that longer interactions with deaf adults in the vicinity
usually would be signed. Modality choice had to be carefully balanced though, which left some
group members with a dilemma. For example, hearing group members René [F4] and Jan [F3] consciously decided not to engage in speaking (or signspeaking, see §4.4) at all during the holiday to not
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upset the balance and to avoid a slippery slope where use of speech would become dominant. Jan
commented:
I ﬁnd the occasional intragroup use of spoken language (English) a bit confusing. I don’t want it to become a
slippery slope where some speak in circumstances where it might be warranted (in the car) but then gets used
in contexts where it really shouldn’t.

In his own family, Jan had previously noted that dual-lingual interactions where the children
spoke to him and he responded in sign, resulted in the children signing less and him speaking
more; he called this a ‘slippery slope’ in his 1FLP. This is a known occurrence in FLP with adults
giving in and adopting children’s preferred mode, eventually leading to a shift to the majority
language (Smith-Christmas 2016). Jan and Maartje [F3] were concerned about this and when
their second daughter Merel (2) was born (the oldest one Roos was 4 at the time) they changed
their FLP to an approach where they would always sign at home, whether Maartje was there or
not. Importantly, the young age of their children, who were still learning to sign, was crucial in
their decision not to speak in their 1FLP in that period of time. Families with older children
who already are ﬂuent in signing may face diﬀerent decisions in their 1FLP. Jan’s fear of the slippery
slope in his 1FLP impacted on group dynamics on holiday and the 4FLP: Jan noted that of all the
adults on the holiday he interacted the least with René, although René is the person with whom he
shares the most (personal and professional) interests. They did not have enough linguistic proﬁciency to communicate in their ‘shared’ signed repertoire (IS, some BSL) about these interests,
and because they both considered this a signing holiday and their 1FLP gives primacy to sign
language whenever possible, speaking was not an option for them, even though they would have
understood each other better if they had.
The dilemma about modality choice also played out in other ways. For example, some children
resisted hearing adults signing to them without using their voice, and made modality requests
(Gafaranga 2010) for hearing adults to use speech instead. For example, when Jan [F3] signed to
Tilda (10) [F1], she asked him to speak instead. In the beginning of the holiday, Jemina and
Andy [F1] often would use signing when communicating with Roos (6) [F3], because they knew
that would be more practical than speaking English. But both switched to speaking English more
towards the end of the holiday, when Roos showed a desire to speak English, which she was
eager to learn. Andy remembers: ‘Roos was determined to speak English with me. When I signed
to her, she kept saying ‘No! Speak!’’ For longer interactions, Roos would switch over to signing.
Signspeaking
One practice of blending which was particularly heavily used during the holiday is ‘signspeaking’.
Although a recognised practice, there are pitfalls with signspeaking. Depending on who produces/
receives, the cognitive load of producing and comprehending signspeaking can be harder than that
of signing. Particularly when the person is not ﬂuent in one or both of the languages in which they
signspeak (or need to understand the signspeaking), the utterance becomes inaccessible for deaf
interlocutors (see De Meulder et al. 2019). Jemina and Andy [F1] as hearing people who grew
up with deaf parents are experienced in signspeaking in English and BSL within their family contexts. On holiday, they would, for example, signspeak to the hearing children, or when addressing
the two hearing adults René [F4] and Jan [F3] who were less ﬂuent in BSL/IS than the other adults in
the group. They did this with the intention of including both ﬂuent and non-ﬂuent BSL/IS signers
(cf. Zeshan and Panda 2018), and to address children who preferred them to communicate in
speech. For René and Jan though, who have a very diﬀerent acquisition background than Andy
and Jemina and diﬀerent strengths in their linguistic repertoire, combining English and IS/BSL
in an intelligible form of signspeaking was much more challenging. Jan also thought of it as a slippery slope akin to the slippery slope of speaking as discussed in §4.3. (Jan and Maartje’s 1FLP). In
addition, even when produced by group members ﬂuent in signspeaking, it was not always easily
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understandable for all deaf group members. In general, signspeaking was more understandable for
hearing group members who had sensorial access to both modalities. Aware of the pitfalls of signspeaking, both Jan and René therefore signed for most of the holiday (either in DTS, VGT or IS/
BSL, depending on context and interlocutors), to the extent that some of the hearing children
were initially not aware that Jan and René were hearing, even at the end of the holiday.
[Maartje, 1 January] Tilda [F1] is at the pool and shouts (in English) ‘Jan! [F3] The ball fell down!’ – with an
immediate reply from Siri [F4] to Tilda (in English): ‘He can hear?!’ I ask Siri why she thinks Jan is deaf. She
says that when she was in our room before to play a game with Roos, Jan was there too and he didn’t speak at
all.

This awareness was also (again) inﬂuenced by the car arrangements: Tilda [F1] was in the same
car with Jan [F3] while Siri [F4] was not. Equally, the Indian deaf drivers were unaware for several
days that René [F4] was hearing. Jan and René were thus sometimes identiﬁed as deaf, while Jemina
and Andy were more quickly identiﬁed as hearing because they more often would speak, signspeak
and broker, both within the group and with waiters and hotel staﬀ.
Children also used signspeaking. When she was approaching her mother Jemina [F1] when she
was in conversation with deaf adults, Tilda (10) would signspeak rather than only speak, and
explained in an interview after the holiday:
If I came up to you and interrupted your conversation and they [deaf people] would all be looking at me so I
felt like I should sign as well so that they understood that I was asking a question not just coming up to you.

Jemina noted that Tilda increasingly engaged in signspeaking throughout the holiday and signspoke longer passages than she would usually at home. For Tilda, signspeaking was not only her
preferred way to address Jemina when deaf people were present: she also wished to be addressed
by Jemina in the same way (again, a modality request). Tilda often asked Jemina to use her voice
when Jemina was signing to her, because she felt she understands her mother better that way,
because of the habitual use of spoken English in this family’s 1FLP when deaf people are not around
and also shifting between signing only and signspeaking when deaf people are around.
There also is a slippery slope of signspeaking by or with children. Some children refused to sign
or signspeak when they were addressed in signspeaking, responding in speech instead. For example,
Oliver (4) [F2] consistently spoke (in English) when addressing hearing adults, and in the ﬁrst days
Jemina [F1] would respond by signspeaking. Over time however, she decided not to do that anymore when deaf group members were present, in order to signal that Oliver should not speak without signing, because his deaf parents would not be able to see what they were talking about. By
switching to voiceless signing, she hoped he would do the same – in vain.
[Jemina, 27 December] Walking back to the hotel – Aran [F2] is telling me about ants. Then [his little brother]
Oliver [F2] comes over and says he wants to talk to me about birds. As Annelies gets nearer I tell her what they
are saying [in BSL]. Oliver continues to speak and I sign [in BSL] (voice oﬀ): ‘say again in sign so your mum
can understand’. He speaks again: ‘we’re at the hotel!’. I sign, asking him what he said. Then he speaks ‘I don’t
know’. Basically refuses to sign!

When addressing hearing adults, some children would speak, even when deaf adults were sitting
right next to the hearing person. Hearing adults would remedy this by replying in sign or signspeaking, thus making it clear to the deaf parent what the conversation is about while at the same time
steering the child in the direction of a desired modality for this situation. What followed was in
most cases a dual-lingual interaction with the child responding in speech. Most of the children’s
attitude to modality choices was thus more pragmatic (‘I choose my mode of communication
based on who I’m speaking to’) than inclusive (‘I choose my mode of communication based on
who should have access to it’).
This is the slippery slope of signspeaking: on this holiday (and, we would say, in general), signspeaking would be done within families’ 1FLP with the purpose to include deaf parents as well as
hearing children/parents who are not ﬂuent in BSL/IS, but can quickly become unintentionally
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exclusionary in other situations, such as in xFLP: children responding by consistently selecting the
spoken modality, or deaf adults having diﬃculties understanding signspeaking.

Discussion and conclusions
This study has provided an exploration of the language practices and informal language policies
between four befriended deaf-hearing families with children that use a combination of diﬀerent
spoken and signed languages during a holiday in India. By observing, documenting and reﬂecting
on the practices within and across each of the parents and children in the families, we were able to
examine how 1FLPs interacted within a 4FLP over the twelve days of the trip. There are clear
beneﬁts in our use of collaborative auto-ethnography as a methodology: we were able to document
thick descriptions of 1FLP in deaf-hearing families and our ‘messy’ and complex languaging practices (De Meulder, Napier & Kusters, submitted). Doing collaborative auto-ethnography also means
we bring not only our own, but also other observer’s ‘eyes’ to the examination of 1FLP and its interaction with 4FLP. It would be diﬃcult for outside researchers to do participant observation in the
intimate context of a friend group holiday like ours. At the same time, we are mindful of the observer’s/participant paradox as we were both participants and researchers in interactions (for a discussion of this see also Smith-Christmas 2016). As linguistic ethnographers we are always emplaced in
the context where we do research and co-shaping these contexts.
Language use in the group shifted throughout the holiday in India. Due to consistent use, some
signs and words became known by more members of the group, and thus part of the 4FLP. So the
language use became more diverse instead of converging towards commonly known or used signs/
words. On the other hand, over twelve days there was also a slight shift in the 4FLP towards more
English (such as with Roos’ learning process), a shift towards more BSL/IS (such as in the case of Jan
and some of the children), and a shift towards more signing and signspeaking (such as in the case of
Tilda).
Many of the observations correspond with those noted in other FLP studies, namely that 1FLP is
something that is constantly negotiated and changeable between family members and that some
languaging practices are legitimised over others within families (Fogle 2013). As noted by CurdtChristiansen (2016), Lanza (1997) and others, the dynamics of 1FLP are complex and ever-changing, and can interact with other 1FLPs when diﬀerent families are together. During the holiday,
there were evident tensions between the use of speech and/or sign so family members could participate in conversations. At no time before or during the holiday was an inter-familial FLP
(xFLP) agreed upon. As such, there was an impact on individual families trying to retain their
own 1FLP (Curdt-Christiansen 2016). It can be diﬃcult to manage the languaging practices just
within the family (Curdt-Christiansen and Lanza 2018), and even more so when interacting with
other families.
Principles adopted within one family (1FLP) did not necessarily align with other families’ 1FLP
within the 4FLP. 1FLP impacted on 4FLP, for example Jan and René’s wish not to signspeak sometimes conﬂicted with Jemina and Andy’s habit of signspeaking within their family. But 4FLP also
impacted on 1FLP, for example Oliver’s refusal to sign to his mother, and the children sometimes
making requests to hearing adults to use their voices (something they cannot always do at home in
their 1FLP). Language practices which were typical at home (1FLP) were thus sometimes disrupted
in the 4FLP, sometimes in a more inclusionary way (e.g. Tilda signing more than she would do at
home) but more often in a more exclusionary way (e.g. speaking to adults without signing) thus
contravening their family’s 1FLP by compromising deaf adults’ access to utterances.
There are many dynamics that inﬂuence intra-familial FLP, such as language backgrounds and
biographies, age and generational diﬀerences, family practices and hearing status. For example, as
older members of the group, Jemina and Andy grew up at a time when BSL had not yet been recognised as a language and signspeaking was more acceptable, so it is embedded in their family languaging practices with their extended deaf and hearing family members. Hearing status of the couples
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also had signiﬁcant impact on the 1FLP and 4FLP: the two deaf-hearing couples encountered challenges to the agreed role of speech in their 1FLP in order to privilege signed over spoken communication with their children, and the deaf-deaf couple experienced lack of access to what their children
talked about with other hearing adults. Our focus is on children who are already multilingual (in
contrast to most of the extant literature on sign language bilingualism/multilingualism in families),
and our data points at children eﬀectively inﬂuencing the 4FLP process on the holiday by making
pragmatic rather than inclusive modality choices. The data reveals the richness of multilingual multimodal strategies in the context of 4FLP on holiday, and also provides greater insights into the
complexities of 1FLP and possible interactions with xFLP. As a case study, this conﬁrms the
need for more research on xFLP generally, as well as more studies of 1FLP in deaf and deaf-hearing
families.

Note
1. BSL and ISL both use diﬀerent two-handed alphabets, and DTS, VGT and IS use diﬀerent one-handed
alphabets.
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